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About This Game

The planet is being attacked and it will take a bodaciously bad-ass cursor pilot to blast the scum to whence it came! Dodge, dip,
duck, click and point your way to glory in the most gnarly retro-arcade death trap that you are likely to ever play! Point Perfect
will put that "I'm a real PC gamer" attitude to the ultimate test and might make you cry a little in the process. But fear not young

pilot, because with great challenge comes even greater glory and nerdy bragging rights! For a select few it will even mean
graduating from the prestigious Point Perfect University of Aeronautics. Which of course includes a printable diploma that you

can hang on your wall to make Mom proud!

Features

Procedurally generated levels means no game is quite the same!

Over 20 bosses that can evolve new attacks and patterns for you to adapt.

24 trophies to unlock as well as a secret game mode.

Get trolled! Point Perfect will test you to the limit and make fun of you if you fail!

Steam achievements

Trading cards
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Great fun, short but with an interestinga artistic style. Highly recommend playing it.
. Cool, beautiful music video/opera. Polished graphics and very well made. Not a game, more like art. Talented actors/dancers
and nice music. If you enjoy the opera, you will enjoy this.. Love it.

FoF8 just about to release, and a must buy for me.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQdW_7r73MQ. My First PC Game

>Superb AI
>TOC this is entry team(classic). This game needs some work, and if it does see fixes and updates I will gladly revisit it and
alter my recommendation. I found myself very frustruated with the game over all, while it has some great ideas it sadly falls
short and just feels like it is missing some final polishing. Detailed points below video URL.

I play the game here: https://youtu.be/-Y0qup5sq5Y

Now, here is the laundry list:

Pros:
+ Great stylized visuals for the inner cyberpunk in all of us
+ Rockin chiptunes
+ Its like playing an untextured Wolf 3D
+ Has potential to be better

Cons:
- Mouse rotation and straifing usually end up with you not being able to make a full turn. I would almost rather be able to turn
off mouselook, and rebind A and D to turn left/right instead of strafe as it doesnt help me any.
- Graphics might be just a bit to barren, its too easy to get lost
- The enemies that pose an immideate threat early on are all hitscan and fire faster than the chaingun demons in doom.
- God forbid you run out of ammo lest you have to use the powerglove which feels so useless
- By the way, if you have your fist weapon out walking over ammo does not pick it up. You need to have your pistol equiped.
- Title Screen is louder than all hell and does not lower in volume with settings.. No Resolution Settings and Crashs.
Still interesting Idea.
https://youtu.be/Bb1Y4AG0YTM. I thought this game could be a fun little management sim but it isn'

- The game does not scale well with larger resolutions than 1920x1080. Everything is very tiny and cluttered
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- The game is made by a non-english speaker and it really shows. It is bad.

- The tutorial was very confusing. I do not know what to do here. And I play Paradox games all day long!

I requested a refund. I can't recomment the game.
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A hidden gem of a platformer!

The gameplay is solid, character art is cute and the graphics are old school.
Don't let the 3d chraphics scare you away as you will get used to them in no time.

Anyway 10\/10.
. So i thought i couldn't become any more lesbian after playing Double Peace.... I was wrong.. It's sort of like a mix between
Dwarf Fortress (only more user friendly) and Rimworld (harder). It is good. 4.5\/5.. Nimbus is the kind of game you play
obsessively to beat your best time, the sort that satisfies the soul of a speed-runner; yet it has a satisfying serenity to it all, too.
Hard to describe, easy to understand, this is one of those quirky puzzle / skill games that sticks with you (catchy music & all)..
Game for kid.
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